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GC In Touch with Tax
SE
Personal Tax Commentary
1998-1999
“****”

“THIS FILM WILL REDUCE YOU TO TAXES”
- THE DAILY TAX NEWS

“TWO VERY GIGANTIC THUMBS UP”
- FISCAL & TAXPERT

“AN ENGROSSING THRILLER, A RIVETING DRAMA,
WITH A PLOT THAT WILL TAX YOU TO THE MAX
(BUT SAVE) YOU TAX!”
- TAX MAGAZINE

“TAX WAS NEVER THIS MUCH FUN. MORE CHILLS
AND SPILLS. WATCH YOUR TAX DROP
RIGHT BEFORE YOUR VERY EYES.”
- TAX WEEKLY

“A MUST-SEE FILM. GCSE GIVES
IVSE AN OSCAR CALIBRE
PERFORMANCE. YOU’LL LAUGH, YOU’LL CRY, YOU’LL
CHEER, AS YOUR TAXES DISAPPEAR.”
- THE TAX TIMES

A New Film by GCSE Based On A True Story

“GONE WITH THE TAX”
STARRING

GC
SE

RRIF RRSP RESP CAPITAL GAINS EXEMPTION AMT INCOME SPLITTING
SOUNDTRACK
AVAILABLE ON
GCSE RECORDS

PARENTAL Certain taxes
GUIDANCE may
ADVISED

be frightening

PRESENTED IN
DOLBY DIGITAL

FILMS

ONLY PLAYING TILL APRIL 30th BUT RE-RELEASED YEARLY
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MOVIE PREVIEW
“Now a preview of our coming attraction.”
Voice over (with loud dramatic music in the
background)
The year. 1998-1999. The millennium is just
around the corner, but now you’ve got bigger fish
to fry. Your 1998 taxes are a disaster. You’re facing
a massive tax bill. You need help preparing your
1998 personal tax return. But your problems don’t
stop there. You’re also looking for help planning for
the future. You know you might be too late for
1998, but now is the time to start planning for
1999.
“Gone With The Tax” is sure to be the blockbuster
hit of 1998-1999. Riveting drama, high intensity
and an all star cast are sure to make “Gone With
The Tax”, the most talked about film in 1999. (The
screen goes blank just prior to the preview of a
scene from the film. The scene opens up outside a
major building as the camera pans a view from
ground level up to the 100th floor and takes us
inside the reception area, down the hallway and
into a corner office, the size of a palatial suite at a
major Las Vegas hotel. The effect of the camera
work is suspenseful and dramatic. The camera
sweeps the room providing a glimpse of furniture
that is both substantial and ornate. The camera
now focuses on two actors. One actor is nattily
attired in a very expensive suit, Rolex watch, and
Gucci shoes. The whole nine yards. This is the
client. The other actor is also dressed in a suit, but
his suit is a little tattered and his attire is somewhat
unkept. He is slightly balding and is wearing
glasses that are perched towards the end of his
nose. He is your stereotypical accountant. The
senior partner of the accounting firm of Black
White and Tibbs, Mr. Samuel Houston Tibbs.) (It’s
about time they did a movie about accountants).
CLIENT: My name is Bond, James Bond. (any James
Bond movie)
ACCOUNTANT: They call me Mr. Tibbs. (The Heat
of the Night)

CLIENT: Look Tibbs, I’m paying a lot of tax and if
I were a rich man (Fiddler on the Roof) that wouldn’t
be a problem. But like any taxpayer, I’m looking to
keep my taxes to a minimum. I understand that
you have some excellent personal tax planning
tips that will put some tax dollars back in my pocket. I’m tired of paying those big tax dollars to the
government. Show me the money. Show me the money.
Show me the money. (Jerry Maguire)
ACCOUNTANT: Allll righty then. (Ace Ventura). So
I want you to get up now. I want you to get out of your
chair and go to the window right now. I want you to go
to the window, open it and stick you head out and yell.
You’ve got to say. I’m mad as hell and I’m not going to
take this anymore. I’m a human being, goddamit.
(Network). Because as you know, tax is like a box of
chocolates. You never know what you’re gonna get.
(Forrest Gump).
Here at Black White and Tibbs, our philosophy is all
for one and one for all. (The Three Musketeers). We
work hard as a team to develop a plethora of tax
strategies that help our clients keep the tax boys at
bay. I’m their worst nightmare. (Rambo).
CLIENT: Is it safe? Is it safe? (Marathon Man).
ACCOUNTANT: All of our tax planning is
designed to stand the test of time. We’re extra careful when we design our strategies because we know
if you build it, he will come. (Field of Dreams).
Therefore, we take extra care to ensure our RRSP,
capital gains exemption and income splitting ideas
work. You know the government. They’re not going
to catch us. We’re on a mission from God. (The Blues
Brothers).
CLIENT: Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious (Mary
Poppins). When I’m with you, I feel like I’m the king
of the world. (Titanic). I love the smell of a tax refund
in the morning. It’s the smell of victory. (Apocalypse
Now)
(continued on page 53)
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MOVIE PREVIEW
(continued from Movie Review)

ACCOUNTANT: Hold on, don’t get too hasty. What
we’ve got here is a failure to communicate. (Cool Hand
Luke). Don’t count that refund yet. Tax planning is
a tricky game. You want answers. You want answers.
You can’t handle the truth. (A Few Good Men). It’s
important that you understand that tax planning is
not a once a year gig. As they say, stupid is as stupid
does (Forrest Gump). It’s important that you visit me
more than once a year. You can’t just visit me on
December 31 and expect that I’m going to solve all
your problems. You can’t come to me and say
Houston, we have a problem. (Apollo 13) and always
expect me to solve it. We’ve got to work together as
a team; all year round.
CLIENT: Whooo-haah (Scent of a Woman). Geez,
I’m sorry.
ACCOUNTANT: Tax means never having to say you’re
sorry. (Love Story). Look, I’m gonna make you an offer
you can’t refuse. (The Godfather). Here at Black
White and Tibbs, we focus our personal tax planning tips on two principal objectives. The first objective is simply the reduction of taxes. I’ve always been
lucky when it comes to killin’ taxes. (Unforgiven).
Sometimes nothing is a very cool hand. (Cool Hand
Luke) but it’s unlikely that your taxes can be completely eliminated. Our second and equally important objective involves trying to defer taxes to future
years. You’ve got to pick a pocket or two boys, you’ve got
to pick a pocket or two. (Oliver). Deferring taxes helps
you keep some spare change in your pocket.

So go ahead, make my day. (Dirty Harry). In the rest
of our meeting, I’ll be giving you a reel of various
tax tips and strategies to help increase your cash
flow position. While we’re proud of our tips
approach to tax planning, it shouldn’t replace our
regular visits to discuss your tax needs. Feel free to
use our tips to save money from those government
guys and may the force be with you (Star Wars).
CLIENT: Party time, excellent (Waynes World). Who
are those guys (Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid),
and why are they always trying to squeeze us for
more tax dollars. Anyway, it’s nice to see that you’ve
got my best interests at heart by designing your tax
saving tips strategies. Where do you get all these wonderful toys (Batman). Anyhow, this has been a wonderful meeting but I do wish we could chat longer, but
I’m having an old friend for dinner (Silence of the
Lambs). So Hasta Lavista Baby (Terminator).
ACCOUNTANT: Don’t forget Bond that while our
“Tax Tips” are designed primarily for the 1999 season, there are some tips that may be helpful for
1998. We have given you a wide array of ideas so
that you’ll come back and say Please sir, I want some
more. (Oliver). Despite the fact we spent countless
hours developing our tips manual, it’s not designed
to replace the advice and counsel of a good sound
professional. Don’t go it alone with just our tips
manual. If you do and things don’t work out; frankly
my dear, I don’t give a damn (Gone with the Wind).
So, stick with me and everything will work out fine
or my name’s not Samuel Houston Tibbs.
CLIENT: Play it again, Sam. (Casablanca)
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NEW TAX MOVIE - A Treat For The Whole Family

GONE WITH
THE TAX
Rated - PG
STARRING More Tax Tips Than
You Can Shake A Stick At.
Written and Directed by GCSE.
At Theatres Everywhere

*****
BY FISCAL AND TAXPERT
Movie Critics

From its opening scene in the accountants office to
the closing credits, “Gone With The Tax” is a film
that is Top Gun. The film is filled with precious
moments that will even please those on Wall Street
and City Slickers as well.
You’ll need a Braveheart and perhaps 48 Hours to
read through the gamut of tax tips interspersed
throughout this epic drama. But with this film, the
gang from GCSE have shown they are in A League
Of Their Own. Bringing their tax ideas to the Big
screen is Risky Business. This was no Shot in the
Dark. The writers of this film clearly spent many
nights Home Alone....In the Heat of the Night,
coming up with the many splendid moments that
even Ordinary People can enjoy.
There were times during the film that we felt a Big
Chill go down our spine and it felt like we were
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catching a Saturday Night Fever. The RRSP scenes
made us particularly Moonstruck. There is no doubt
that the producers had A Few Good Men working on
this film that had the Basic Instinct to Network their
resources and produce a drama that clearly has The
Right Stuff. The writers worked with Speed,
Deliverance, and Total Recall through the Dog Day
Afternoon to give us a picture that has All That Jazz.
Some of the tax planning for self-employed individuals will bring us Back to the Future. The income
splitting scenes are A Field of Dreams. RRSP tips.
They are the Untouchables.
Heaven Can Wait. It’s a Great Escape. A Lethal
Weapon.
The Verdict is in. “Gone With The Tax” is a Titanic
effort that will help you turn The Color of Money.

